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Twilight Series 3 Race 2 

The wind at the start line on the club house side of Shipwrights Point was light and 

variable, and this combined with a 1 – 2 knot incoming tidal rip meant all boats had 

difficulty crossing the line – except for the first starter Wistari, who started well then 

fell into a hole on the NE side of the bay after about five minutes. Kalista looked very 

forlorn with no wind, drifting two hundred meters behind the line at her start – a 

setback she unfortunately did not recover from. Obsession and Femme Fatale both 

had difficulty getting started which nullified Obsession's handicap lead. AGAP 

performed very well in the light winds and kept to the front of the fleet throughout the 

race. 

Conditions were very fluky - the rip at the mid channel buoy combined disastrously 

with a strange swirling wind that came up and backed off, creating vortices that made 

a very real risk of boats being blown or drifting onto the buoy. 

The race was shortened during the first lap to one lap of course K and one of course T 

Mick Bartlett's AGAP took first place, followed by Jeff Sharp's Femme Fatale, with Stan 

Pickering's Obsession in third place, then Wistari, Stardust Dancer and Kalista last. 

Harbour Series Race 3 

Saturday's race was a great contrast to the Thursday conditions. Winds were light at 

the start but once boats got out in the bay the 15 – 20 knot winds came barreling 

down the Kermandi Valley. It was a tight reach to the Bullock Point buoy, then hard 

tacking up to Hospital Bay. Despite the generally strong wind however, there were 

occasions when the wind paused and did a 360 pirouette for no obvious reason. 

Line honours was taken by AGAP, then Femme Fatale followed by Obsession.  

 

On corrected time the race was won by Obsession, with  

Femme Fatale second and AGAP third. Will Meure's ketch Gem  

came out for the race and performed well in the strong winds. 

There were some very lucky moments and some near disasters - AGAP was 

overpowered in Hospital Bay by the the Kermandi valley down-draft and was seen 



doing some quick maneuvering to avoid being blown flat. Obsession nearly didn't 

make it when the wind died near the finish line, but drifted over the last few meters 

on the rising tide.  

It was a challenging and exciting race. Although there were only four boats out it was 

a very determined group of keen competitive sailors battling for the prize in excellent 

racing conditions. 

Coming up 

Next Thursday is the third race in the autumn twilight series, a staggered start from 

5:45 PM on. Saturday 2:00 PM is the start time for the fourth race in the harbour 

series – two laps to Killala Bay. 

               Wil Muere brought his new acquisition Gem out to test her speed in HYC harbour race. 


